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Irish Rail 
What You're Really Buying
As a student, it can be easy to get
caught up in college life - the parties,
the new friends and city living.
Between that and the shoestring
budget, visiting home is often put on
the long finger. 
Drawing on the real things that
students miss about home, this
campaign encourages them to just
book the ticket - it's worth it.





Focus Ireland 
Stuck at Homeless
During Covid-19 lock-down, people
are understandably frustrated and fed
up with having to stay at home. As we
return to work and daily life after lock-
down, it's important to remember
those who are still stuck.



Posters and mural placed along
commuter routes to highlight the
issue.









HB
A Classic Irish Summer
Problem: Irish people have forgotten
about the classic ice-creams of their
childhoods! Nowadays it's all
sensuous chocolate coatings and 
luxury over-priced tubs. Where's the
colour? Where's the fun?
Insight: HB's classic ice cream
selection is synonymous with Irish
childhood summers. 
Idea: Let's make this summer a
Classic Irish Summer!

TV



Outdoor Partnership with 2FM





Bank of Ireland
The Salary Show
In Ireland, women are still paid, on
average, 7.5% less than men.  As one
of the top financial institutions in the
country, B.O.I are in a unique position
of influence that can affect wider
societal change on this issue.
Insight: A major barrier to pay
equality is the persisting taboo that
surrounds discussing salary and
money. If this is not discussed, how
can women know where they stand in
their own workplaces and industries?
Idea: The Salary Show is a branded,
live-recorded podcast that aims to
tackle and eradicate "the salary
taboo". Each recording will focus on a
specific industry and guests, both
male and female, will discuss their
own salaries, careers, and the steps
they took to get to that point. Each
episode will also feature a workshop
on key areas such as salary
negotiation, bonuses etc. By opening
up this discussion, Bank of Ireland aim
to both influence the culture
surrounding this issue, and on a
practical level, empower women with
knowledge and skills to be their own
advocates for pay equality in their
own careers.
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Radio ad to promoting a singletons-
only Valentines deal at the fictional
Marshall's Hotel.

Audio can be found here.

https://sineadmulvey.myportfolio.com/marshalls-hotel



